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The bridged crack model has been developed for modelling the flexural behaviour of reinforced concrete beams and

related size effects explaining brittle–ductile–brittle failure mode transitions. In the present paper the model is

extended to analyse shear cracks, introducing a given shape for the hypothetical crack trajectory and determining

the initial crack position and the load plotted against crack length curve for three-point bending problems. The

proposed formulation reproduces the pure mode I flexural behaviour as a particular case, so that the flexural and

the diagonal tension (shear) failure modes can be immediately compared to detect which one dominates and to

determine the relevant failure load. The model can predict all the mutual transitions between the different collapse

mechanisms. In the current paper these transitions are shown by varying the governing non-dimensional para-

meters.

Notation

As bar cross-section area

a crack depth

b beam width

c reinforcement cover

E concrete Young’s modulus

F external load

h beam height

KI stress-intensity factor at the crack tip

KIC concrete toughness

KIP stress-intensity factor owing to the closing force

at the reinforcement bars

KIV stress-intensity factor associated to the shear force

l shear span

NP brittleness number for bending of reinforced

concrete beams

P reinforcement reaction

PP maximum for the bridging reinforcement reaction

V applied shear force

VF shear for crack propagation
~VVF non-dimensional shear of crack propagation

VP shear force of plastic flow or slippage

x horizontal distance from the support to the crack

tip

x0 initial crack mouth position

YM shape function for the determination of the stress-

intensity factor due to an applied bending

moment

YP shape function for the determination of the stress-

intensity factor due to a couple of concentrated

forces applied on the crack faces

Æ non-dimensional horizontal distance from the

support to the crack tip

Æ0 non-dimensional initial crack mouth position

ˆ crack trajectory

ª trajectory angle

� non-dimensional reinforcement cover

º l shear span slenderness ratio

� trajectory exponent

ı displacement of the point of application of the

external load

� non-dimensional crack depth

r reinforcement area percentage

�s bar traction

�y minimum between the yielding and sliding stress

for the bars

ø crack opening at the reinforcement level
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Introduction

In reinforced concrete (RC) elements of ordinary

dimensions without stirrups, with a slenderness ratio up

to 5, subject to three-point bending, the first cracks

usually form close to the region of maximum bending

moment. As the load increases, more cracks may be

formed away from the region of maximum moment.

These cracks also start as bending cracks, approxi-

mately normal to the axis of the beam. Under a further

increase in loading, cracks located along the shear span

grow oriented normally to the major tensile principal

stress. As these cracks are formed in regions where the

shearing force is no longer small, they grow in the

presence of combined tension and shear stresses. These

cracks are commonly called ‘shear cracks’. As the

external load increases, one of the shear cracks usually

propagates unstably, leading to the failure of the beam.

This kind of collapse is described in short as diagonal

tension (shear) failure. Nevertheless, depending on geo-

metrical characteristics and material properties, failure

owing to reinforcement yielding (flexural failure) may

occur before diagonal tension failure, if the element

does not fail owing to a crack initiation.1–3

The transitions between flexural and diagonal tension

failures in RC elements—inside a consistent theoretical

framework—have represented an unsolved problem for

some considerable time. The main aim of the present

analysis is to obtain a consistent modelling of the shear

crack’s behaviour and diagonal tension failure. The

problem of shear failure as a consequence of crack

propagation remains unresolved, despite numerous ex-

tensive studies over the last 50 years. The significant

current interest in this area is reflected by the large

number of recent studies in this field. As shear failure

takes place through a cracking process, it appears ap-

propriate to study the problem using fracture mechanics

theories. The main advantage of using fracture mech-

anics rather than other theories, for example based on

strut-and-tie models4 or the compression field ap-

proach,5,6 is the existence of a sound base theory which

is able to study the connection between the cracking

process in the RC element and the failure load.

In the field of fracture mechanics and using a cohe-

sive model to describe concrete behaviour, some ana-

lyses have been performed by Gustafsson,7 Gustafsson

and Hillerborg8 and Niwa9,10 among others. In the

framework of linear elastic fracture mechanics, and in

order to avoid finite-element computations, some

models are particularly prominent in the current paper’s

list of references, which is aimed at finding a rational

interpretation of the diagonal tension failure mode. In

particular, Jenq and Shah11 analysed the diagonal shear

fracture superposing the contribution of concrete and

steel bars, with a technique that is somehow concep-

tually close to the bridged crack model.2 The reinforce-

ment force is computed from the classical no-tension

strength calculation and the element load capacity is

evaluated from the stress-intensity factor at the crack

tip. Some further developments of this work with other

original contributions were given by So and

Karihaloo.12,13 More recently, the problem has been

studied in the framework of fracture mechanics by,

among others, Gastebled and May,14 who assumed that

the failure is attributable to a rotation about the crack

tip of the diagonal crack triggered by concrete splitting

at the steel bars.

The bridged crack model was originally proposed by

Carpinteri1,2 for the study of RC beams by fracture

mechanics. The problem of the size effect and the

brittle–ductile transition were analysed with reference

to the problem of minimum reinforcement.15,16 Subse-

quently, the action of cohesive stresses has been intro-

duced in addition to that of the reinforcing bars.17

In the present work, the behaviour of RC beams

without stirrups is analysed, using the bridged crack

model. To extend the model and account for the shear

crack’s behaviour and evaluate diagonal tension failure

load, some additional hypotheses are introduced. In

particular, the crack trajectory is given by an assumed

analytical law based on experimental observations.

Comparing the different load plotted against crack

length curves for each crack trajectory, a criterion to

evaluate diagonal tension failure is obtained. A second

assumption concerns the evaluation of the stress-

intensity factors. It is assumed that the crack propagates

only in mode I, and an approximate analytical expres-

sion for the stress-intensity factors is given. This

assumption has been validated by computing the stress-

intensity factors numerically through the boundary ele-

ment code developed by Portela and Aliabadi.18 When

the starting-point abscissa of the crack trajectory is at

the beam midspan, the model naturally coincides with

the traditional bridged crack model for the pure flexural

problem. In this way, the different collapse modes are

joined together into a unified general model, so that the

simulation of the transitional phenomena is naturally

accomplished. The model is analysed considering the

influence of the variation in the non-dimensional para-

meters on the mechanical response of the RC element

and the related failure mode transitions. A rational

explanation is also given to the problem of diagonal

tension failure.

Basic assumptions

RC elements have a complex crack pattern depend-

ing on the geometry of the structural element, the

reinforcement percentage, the steel–concrete bond con-

dition and the local defects of the concrete itself. As

mentioned in the Introduction, in three-point bending

tests the diagonal tension failure usually develops by

forming a series of stable shear cracks originating

along the shear span, initially with vertical direction

and then extending towards the point-load zone. If
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diagonal tension failure is the dominant mechanism, an

unstable crack takes place, unloading all the previously

formed cracks and bringing the beam to collapse (Fig.

1). This crack will hereafter be referred to as the

‘critical crack’. This critical crack is usually accompa-

nied by a secondary crack, horizontal and approxi-

mately at the reinforcement layer level. This sequence

suggests that it is not inappropriate to consider the

critical crack as isolated, with no interaction with the

previously formed stable cracks.

Attention is therefore focused on modelling a single,

isolated crack, by assuming the crack length as a mono-

tonically increasing control parameter. It will be

furthermore assumed that no stirrups are present.

Dowel action and aggregate interlock will be neglected

and the steel reinforcing bars will be considered as

rigid-perfectly plastic. In beams without shear reinfor-

cement, it should be noted that, before the failure, most

of the load is carried by the concrete ligament above

the tip of the crack. At failure the shear is transferred

to the bars owing to the loss of stiffness of the concrete

ligament, and the dowel action generates a horizontal,

longitudinal crack at the reinforcement level.19 The

absence of shear reinforcement allows the dowel action

to be neglected, since the load carried by this mechan-

ism is small. Similarly, regarding aggregate interlock,

this effect does not have a significant influence on the

maximum load in beams without stirrups.20,21 It is ob-

served that, just before failure, compression stresses are

more or less parallel to the end portion of crack, so that

shear stresses owing to aggregate interlock cannot have

a significant effect on the failure load.

In all cases, the above assumptions imply that the

calculated shear strengths are conservative. Linear elas-

tic fracture mechanics will be considered in the follow-

ing, so that the stress-intensity factor at the crack tip

can be evaluated by linear superposition of the effects

of the external loading and of the reinforcement reac-

tion, Fig. 2. All these hypotheses are typical of the

bridged crack model.

Two additional hypotheses are then considered: the

shape of the crack trajectory and a simplified evalua-

tion of the stress-intensity factors. These will be de-

tailed in the following sections.

Crack trajectory

In ordinary three-point bending beams without shear

reinforcement, cracks present a typical shape. The first

crack usually takes place by flexure, is approximately

at the midspan and is perpendicular to the lower edge

of the beam. As the load is increased, the crack grows

towards the point-load and, at the same time, other

cracks usually develop along the beam span (unless

reinforcement percentage or shear bonding strength are

very low). These originate from points along the lower

edge and then, as they propagate, their trajectories

curve towards the applied load. A typical crack path is

shown in Fig. 3, where some geometrical quantities

used in the following developments are defined.

The crack trajectory ˆ is considered to comprise two

parts. A first segment 1̂ is vertical and extends from

the bottom to the reinforcement layer. The second part

2̂ is assumed to be a power law with some given

exponent, extending from the end of the first part to

the load point. The crack trajectory ˆ ¼ 1̂

S

2̂ is

defined analytically by

ˆ(a) ¼

x0 c > a

x0 þ
a� c

h� c

� ��

(l � x0) c < a < h

8

>

<

>

:

(1)

where h is the beam depth, l is the shear span, a is the

crack depth, c is the reinforcement cover, x is the crack

tip horizontal position, x0 is the crack mouth horizontal

Fig. 1. Diagonal tension failure by the formation of a

dominant, unstable shear crack
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Fig. 3. Cracked beam element

�

Fig. 2. Evaluation of the stress-intensity factors by linear

superposition
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position and � is the exponent of the crack trajectory

function.

The crack trajectory, equation (1), can be conveni-

ently cast in non-dimensional form. Let

Æ0 ¼
x0

l
; Æ ¼

x

l
; � ¼

a

h
; � ¼

c

h
; º l ¼

l

h
(2)

Introducing the ratios of equation (2) into equation (1)

Æ(�, �) ¼

Æ0 � > �

Æ0 þ
�� �

1� �

� ��

(1� Æ0) � < � < 1

8

>

<

>

:

(3)

where Æ is the non-dimensional horizontal distance of

the crack tip from the support, � is the crack depth, Æ0

is the initial crack mouth position and � is the reinfor-

cement depth. All these non-dimensional parameters

range from 0 to 1.

Some crack trajectories are drawn in Fig. 4, assum-

ing different exponents and two slenderness ratios º l,

defined as the ratio between the shear span and the

beam depth, equation (2). The trajectories are repre-

sented in the non-dimensional plane, although the axes

have been scaled depending on the ratio º l:

Stress-intensity factors

Until now, neither closed-form solutions nor non-

linear regressions of numerical data have been given

for the evaluation of the stress-intensity factors, that is

for the geometry given in Fig. 2 and the crack trajec-

tory shown in Fig. 3. In particular, according to the

superposition principle illustrated in Fig. 2, the stress-

intensity factor evaluation is required in the cases of

(a) external load and (b) reaction of the reinforcement.

To evaluate the stress-intensity factor owing to the

external load, Jenq and Shah11 assumed that it can be

approximated by the stress-intensity factor of a bent

beam with a symmetric edge notch of depth a subjected

to the bending moment corresponding to the cross-

section at the mouth of the crack. Here a similar

approach is followed, but the variation of the bending

moment at each section owing to the crack path will be

accounted for. Karihaloo12 introduced this idea in the

model of Jenq and Shah.

The stress-intensity factor produced at the crack tip

by an applied bending moment, M, is given by22,23

KIM ¼
M

h3=2b
YM (�) (4)

where, with reference to Fig. 3, the bending moment at

the crack tip is given by

M ¼ Vx ¼ VlÆ(�, �) (5)

with Æ(�, �) given by equation (3).

Introducing equation (5) into equation (4) and re-

arranging, the stress-intensity factor is given by the

form

KIV ¼
VlÆ(�, �)

h3=2b
YM (�) ¼

Vºl

h1=2b
YV (�) (6)

where

YV (�, �) ¼ Æ(�, �)YM (�) (7)

This hypothesis is confirmed by some numerical

boundary element calculations18 to obtain the stress-

intensity factor for different geometries and different

positions of the crack tip. Fig. 5 shows some results

which demonstrate that the approximation does not

result in large errors, apart from very low ratios ºl,
where the beam model is inappropriate.

The stress-intensity factor produced at the crack tip

by the forces P, applied at the level of reinforcement at

a distance c from the lower edge of the beam, for a

straight vertical crack is equal to

KIP ¼
P

h3=2b
YP(�, �) (8)

Function YP(�, �) is reported in the stress-intensity

factors handbooks.22 It will be assumed herein that the

crack shape does not have a large influence on KIP, and
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Fig.4. Normalised crack trajectories: (a) ºl ¼ 2.5; (b) ºl ¼ 4
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it is therefore considered to be a function only of the

crack depth.

Several numerical analyses by boundary elements18

have been made to obtain an approximation to the

stress-intensity factor for different positions of the

crack tip. It is observed that the stress-intensity factor

is a function of the angle ª, Fig. 3. Consequently, a
function �(ª) to approximate the variation of YP(�, �)

with ª has been defined as

�(ª) ¼
ª

90

� �0:2

(9)

where the angle ª is expressed in degrees. The shape

function can be approximated as

Y
ª
P(�, �) ¼ YP(�, �)�(ª) (10)

Finally, the stress-intensity factor owing to the reinfor-

cement reactions P is given by

KIP ¼
P

h3=2b
YP(�, �)�(ª) ¼

P

h3=2b
Y
ª
P(�, �) (11)

Fracture mechanics modelling of a

reinforced concrete beam with a diagonal

crack

Consider the cracked beam element shown in Fig. 3,

which undergoes simultaneously the bending moment,

function of the shearing force V and of the crack tip

position abscissa x, and the reinforcement closing

forces P applied on the crack faces. The development

of a single crack is considered, with arbitrary location

of the crack initiation point. This will allow the critical

crack and the corresponding ultimate failure load to be

determined.

The displacement ˜ı of the point of application of

the external load F and the relative displacement ˜ø of

the points of application of the reinforcement reactions

P can be expressed by linear superposition as the sum

of a part owing to V and a part owing to P

˜ı ¼ ˜ıVV þ ˜ıVP ¼ ºVVV � ºVPP (12)

˜ø ¼ ˜øVV þ ˜øVP ¼ ºPVV � ºPPP (13)

where ºVV , ºVP, ºPV and ºPP are the compliances of

the member owing to the existence of the crack. The

factors º can be derived from energy methods as fol-

lows. If G and E are, respectively, the strain energy

release rate and the Young’s modulus of the material

(the Poisson ratio is considered as negligible), it follows

that the variation ˜W of the total potential energy is

given by

˜W ¼

ð

ˆ

Gb dˆ ¼

ð

ˆ1

GV b dˆ1 þ

ð

ˆ2

G(VþP)b dˆ2

¼

ð

ˆ1

K2
IV

E
b dˆ1 þ

ð

ˆ2

(K IV þ KIP)
2

E
b dˆ2

¼

ð

ˆ1

K2
IV

E
b dˆ1 þ

ð

ˆ2

K2
IV

E
b dˆ2

þ

ð

ˆ2

K2
IP

E
b dˆ2 þ 2

ð

ˆ1

K IV K IP

E
b dˆ2

¼

ð

ˆ

K2
IV

E
b dˆ þ

ð

ˆ2

K2
IP

E
b dˆ2 þ 2

ð

ˆ1

K IV K IP

E
b dˆ2

(14)

where KIV and KIP are the stress-intensity factors ow-

ing to shearing force V and to the reinforcement forces

P, respectively. An application of Clapeyron’s Theorem

provides

˜W ¼
1

2
V˜ıVV þ

1

2
P˜øPP

þ
1

2
(P˜øPV þ V˜ıVP)

(15)

Recalling that according to Betti’s Theorem

P˜øPV ¼ V˜ıVP, from equations (12) to (15) and call-

ing s the curvilinear abscissa along the crack trajectory

(ˆ ), it follows that

˜ıVV ¼ ºVVV ¼
2

V

ð

ˆ

K2
IV

E
b ds (16)

˜øPP ¼ ºPPP ¼
2

V

ð

ˆ2

K2
IP

E
b ds (17)

P˜øPV ¼ V˜ıVP ¼ ºVPP

¼ ºPVV ¼
2

V

ð

ˆ2

K IPK IV

E
b ds

(18)

The stress-intensity factor produced at the crack tip by

the shear V is given by equation (6). Let g(�, �) the

Jacobian mapping the curvilinear integral along the

0 10·80·60·40·2
0

0·2

0·4

0·6

0·8

1·0

1·2

1·5λl � 0·1� �

1·5�λl 0·3��

3·5�λl 0·1��

3·5�λl 0·3��

K
IV

α0

Fig. 5. Stress-intensity factors along shear span. Comparison

of the boundary element results (light lines) to the

approximation, equation (7) (dotted lines)
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crack trajectory onto the interval [0, �], so that

the change of integral variable ds ¼ g(�, �)dz can be

introduced in the evaluation of the compliances. For

the given crack trajectory, equation (3), g(�, �) is equal

to

g(�, �) ¼

1 z , �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�2º2l
1

1� �

� �2�

(z� �)2(��1)(1� Æ0)
2 þ 1

v

u

u

u

u

u

t

z > �

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

(19)

Substituting equation (6) into equation (16), the com-

pliance ºVV (displacement produced by V ¼ 1), can be

expressed as

ºVV ¼
2º2l
Eb

3

ð�

0

Y 2
V (z)g(�, z)dzþ

ð�

�

Y 2
V (z)g(�, z)dz

" #

(20)

From equations (11) and (17), the compliance ºPP

(crack opening displacement produced by P ¼ 1) is

provided by

ºPP ¼
2

Eb

ð�

�

Y
ª2

V (�, z)g(�, z)dz (21)

Substituting equations (6) and (11) into equation (18)

and dividing by the product VP, the mutual compliance

ºVP ¼ ºPV can be expressed in the form

ºVP ¼ ºPV ¼
2º l

Eb

ð�

�

Y
ª
P(�, z)YV (z)g(�, z)dz (22)

Evaluation of reinforcement reaction

Let �s and As be the reinforcement stress and cross-

sectional area, respectively, related to the total reaction

by P ¼ �sAs: The relative displacement in the cracked

cross-section at the level of reinforcement is assumed

to be zero up to the yielding or slippage of the reinfor-

cement (rigid-plastic behaviour). The displacement

compatibility condition ˜ø ¼ 0 allows the unknown

force P to be acquired as a function of the applied

shear V. In fact, from equation (13)

P

V
¼

ºPV

ºPP

¼
1

r 0(�, �)
(23)

where

r 0(�, �) ¼
ºPP

ºPV

¼

ð�

�

Y
ª2

V (�, z)g(�, z)dz

º l

ð�

�

Y
ª
V (�, z)YV (z)g(�, z)dz

(24)

Considering a rigid-perfectly plastic behaviour of the

reinforcement, the shearing force of plastic flow or

slippage is obtained from equation (23)

VP ¼ PP

ºPP

ºPV

¼ PP r 0(�, �) (25)

where PP ¼ �yAs indicates the yielding (or pulling-out)

force, achieved when �s ¼ �y (yield or pulling-out

strength of reinforcement).

Shearing force of incipient crack propagation

With reference to Fig. 3, let KI be the stress-intensity

factor at the crack tip. By the superposition principle, it

is given by the sum of the stress-intensity factor KIV

owing to the bending moment associated to the shear-

ing force and KIP, owing to the closing forces at the

reinforcement position

KI ¼ KIV � KIP (26)

The crack propagation condition is ruled by the com-

parison of the stress-intensity factor KI, equation (26),

to the concrete fracture toughness KIC

KI ¼ KIV � KIP ¼ KIC (27)

The value of KIC in equation (27) may be determined

by the RILEM recommendations,24,25 or derived by the

procedures suggested in Refs 26 and 27 as

KIC ¼ (EG)0:5.

Moreover, let VF be the shear for which KI ¼ KIC:

Introducing equations (6) and (11) into equation (26)

KIC ¼ º l

VF

h1=2b
YV (�)�

P

h1=2b
Y
ª
P(�, z) (28)

and dividing both sides by KIC

VF

KIC h
1=2b

¼
1

º lYV (�)
1þ

P

KIC h
1=2b

Y
ª
P(�, z)

� �

(29)

Let A ¼ bh be the area of the cross-section and r ¼
As/A the reinforcement percentage. Consider the fol-

lowing brittleness number2

NP ¼
�yh

1=2

K IC

r (30)

If the force transmitted by the reinforcement is equal to

PP ¼ �yAs, in other words, if the reinforcement traction

limit has already been reached (VF > VP), then

VF

KIC h
1=2b

¼
1

º lYV (�)
1þ NPY

ª
P(�, z)

� �

(31)

In the case VF , VP, the reinforcement is in the elastic

range, and the following relation holds

Carpinteri et al.
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VF

KIC h
1=2b

¼
1

º lYV (�)
1þ NP

� s

�y

Y
ª
P(�, z)

� �

(32)

or, equivalently

VF

KIC h
1=2b

¼
1

º l YV (�)� ½Y
ª
P(�, z)ºPV=ºPP�

� 	 (33)

where the left-hand side represents the non-dimensional

shearing force ~VVF

~VVF ¼
VF

KIC h
1=2b

(34)

Therefore, according to the model, when VF , VP, the

shear force of crack propagation VF depends only on the

relative crack depth �, and is not affected by the brittle-

ness number NP—that is, it does not depend on the

reinforcement percentage or beam depth but only on its

relative crack depth �. For an easier understanding of the

model, it is assumed in the present paper that the expo-

nent �, which defines the crack trajectory, is indepen-

dent of the non-dimensional parameters NP and º l. This

hypothesis does not impair the generality of the ap-

proach. The possible dependence of the exponent � on

the brittleness number NP and on the shear span-to-depth

slenderness ratio º l is being developed both theoretically

and by studying the results of experimental tests.

Model response to the variation of the

non-dimensional parameters

Influence of the initial crack position

In this section it will be shown how the value of the

initial crack position Æ0 affects the mechanical re-

sponse of the beam and implies the stability/instability

of the cracking process. For the sake of clarity, refer-

ence is made to a real example, based on experimental

results. The experimental test was performed by Bosco

et al.,28 and it was identified as B100–06. The material

properties and beam geometry are shown in Fig. 6.

The following non-dimensional parameters character-

ise the simulation case: º l ¼ 2.5, � ¼ 0.1, NP ¼ 1.41.

Moreover, a constant reinforcement is assumed along

the span and a fourth-order crack trajectory curve

(� ¼ 4). Figs 6(b) to (d) show the non-dimensional

shearing force plotted against crack depth curves for

the initial crack position Æ0 in the interval (0.3, 1.0), as

well as the considered crack trajectory.

It is well known that the crack growth may present

stable or unstable behaviour. When the crack growth is

stable, an increase in the crack depth requires a load

increase to fulfil the model equations. Conversely, un-

stable crack growth requires a load decrease. Both

kinds of behaviour can occur at different load levels

during crack propagation, see Figs 6(b), (c) and (d).

When the initial crack position is at the midspan

(Æ0 ¼ 1.0), Fig. 6(b), the model coincides with the

original bridged crack for beams in flexure (no shear).

Immediately after the crack crosses the reinforcement,

an unstable branch begins. This turns stable for a crack

depth � � 0.3. Then the non-dimensional shearing force

grows until the yielding of steel takes place (� � 0.7).

The second plot, Fig. 6(c), computed for an initial

crack position Æ0 ¼ 0.70, shows the same characteristic

behaviour for low values of the crack depth, followed

by an unstable process before the steel yielding takes

place. In fact, in this case, for a crack depth � � 0.65

the type of propagation changes and an unstable crack

branch begins up to the beam failure. In this case, as

for the flexural crack originating at Æ0 ¼ 1.0, the re-

inforcement reaction stabilises the crack propagation

for low crack depths but there is a point where the

crack changes the type of propagation and the reinfor-

cement is no longer able to stabilise its propagation.

The change in the nature of the propagation provokes

the relative maximum observed in Fig. 6(c). This

change in the nature of crack propagation for a shear

crack in RC beams without stirrups has been reported

experimentally by Carmona.29 Experimental results

show that, after the maximum load and during the

unstable crack growth, there exists a redistribution of

the shear-carrying capacity from the concrete ligament

to the steel bars by dowel action. The concrete sur-

rounding the reinforcement is not able to withstand the

load transmitted by the bars and then a longitudinal

crack at the reinforcement level commences. This sec-

ondary effect occurs after the maximum load is outside

the capability of the model.

For an initial crack position closer to the support,

Fig. 6(d) (Æ0 ¼ 0.3), the maximum separating stable

and unstable branches of the cracking process disappear

and a completely unstable behaviour is observed. In

this case, the reinforcement reaction is not able to

stabilise the crack propagation throughout the entire

process and the beam fails immediately after crack

initiation. In this sense, it can be shown that a crack

presents increasingly unstable behaviour when its initial

point approaches the support. The other limiting case is

represented by a crack with its initial point at the

midspan (flexural crack), where, provided the reinforce-

ment percentage is not too low, it is impossible to

develop an unstable cracking process once the reinfor-

cement reaction stabilises the initial instability

(� > 0.3).

The beam is assumed to be precracked throughout its

length. Neglecting the singularity at the reinforcement

depth (� ¼ 0.1), as the shear ~VVF is increased, the first

crack curve to be intersected is the one corresponding

to the initial crack position Æ0 ¼ 1.0—that is, the beam

midspan. Therefore, the first crack to become active is

the one at the midspan and, if the load is slightly

increased, its propagation is stable, since the curve �

plotted against ~VVF increases. This is represented in Fig.

7(a). The dashed horizontal line represents the load

level and the curve is the crack propagation curve for

Æ0 ¼ 1.0, as it appears from the symbols in the legend.

Propagation of flexural and shear cracks through reinforced concrete beams
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The sketch of the beam beneath the plot shows that the

only active crack is at the midspan and its actual depth.

As the shear increases, Fig. 7(b), more crack propa-

gation curves become active at the new load level. The

cracking process develops along the marked curve seg-

ments of Fig. 7(b), so that the cracks with initial posi-

tions Æ0 ¼ 1.0, 0.9, 0.8 are now active and have

different depths; see the beam sketched at the bottom

of Fig. 7(b). In the same way, Fig. 7(c) illustrates the

cracking process with a further increase of the external

load. It can be seen that all the cracks activated up to

this point are stable.

Consider finally Fig. 7(d). As the load is increased,

the curve for Æ0 ¼ 0.6 is intersected, and the relevant

crack starts to propagate. Let us observe, however, that

the shear can be increased up to the level indicated by

the dashed line, tangent to the maximum point of the

curve for Æ0 ¼ 0.6. As the load reaches this level, the

cracking process turns suddenly unstable because of

the descending branch of the curve for Æ0 ¼ 0.6. In this

way the model determines the shear at failure and the

failure crack pattern.

In the example shown in Fig. 7(d), the critical crack

is obtained for an initial position equal to Æ0 ¼ 0.6 and

a crack depth � ¼ 0.62. The non-dimensional shearing

force at failure has a value of ~VVF ¼ 0.29. Physically,

this value represents the minimum load for which an

unstable process can develop bringing the beam to fail-

ure. The obtained qualitative behaviour of shear crack

propagation is similar to most of the descriptions of

diagonal tension failure found in the literature. Note

that the completely unstable cracks originating close to

the support (e.g. Æ0 , 0.5) cannot activate as they

would need a much higher shearing force or a very

deep initial crack.

Figure 8(a) shows a superposition of the plots for

several initial crack positions. Observe that, neglecting

the singularity at the reinforcement position, each curve
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presents a relative maximum with the exception of

cracks near the support, which are unstable throughout

all the propagation process. The thick line in Fig. 8(b)

represents the crack having the property that its relative

maximum is minimum among the maxima. In the fol-

lowing this crack will be referred to as the critical

crack, as it represents the cracking process correspond-

ing to the minimum required shear to develop and

bring the beam to failure. The existence of a minimum

in the failure shearing force when the crack initiation

position is changed has been reported also by Niwa9,10

in a finite-element numerical study using cohesive rod

elements perpendicular to a predetermined crack sur-

face. Niwa fixed the shear span-to-depth ratio º l to 2.4

and assumed a linear crack path from the initiation

point to the load point. The position for the crack

initiation reported for the minimum shear resistance in

his study was 0.62 and the non-dimensional shear was

0.33. These results compare fairly well with the results

of the present model.

To summarise, in an RC element without stirrups, an

unstable cracking process can occur when a certain

load level is reached after a large crack growth. The

beginning of this process may be attributable to a

shear-flexural crack that becomes unstable, to a coales-

cence of microcracking around steel bars (depending

on bonding conditions), to small inclined cracks ap-

pearing just above longitudinal reinforcement30 or any

other defect in the concrete matrix. Depending on the

crack initiation position, the critical load varies, but

there exists a position for which it is minimum, this

minimum being identified with the so-called critical

crack. This criterion is therefore assumed for comput-

ing the critical initial crack position and the collapse

load unless the beam fails by flexure (steel yielding at

the midspan). In fact, it can be observed that, if steel

yielding takes place, the initial crack position corre-

sponding to the minimum load is the one at the mid-

span. Consequently, if shear failure takes place, the

steel is always in the elastic range.
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Finally, it can be observed that the presence of stir-

rups or reinforcement crossing the crack trajectory

avoids the unstable cracking and allows for ductile be-

haviour of the RC element. In this case, outside the

scope of the present paper, analysis of the element can

be undertaken by models based on plasticity, for exam-

ple strut-and-tie models.

Influence of the slenderness and the crack trajectory

As observed in the previous section, given the crack

initiation position Æ0 and the crack path exponent �,
each curve may present a relative maximum. Fig. 9

represents the maximum non-dimensional shearing

force during crack propagation changing the location of

crack initiation and the exponent of the assumed crack

path. A variation is chosen in the exponent � which

defines the crack trajectory from 2 to 8, because it fits

the range of experimental results. The variation in the

shearing force that produces an unstable crack propaga-

tion is shown in Fig. 9(a) for a ratio º l equal to 2.5,

and in Fig. 9(b) for a ratio º l equal to 5. It can be seen

that, for each case, a minimum load exists as previously

pointed out. It should also be noted that for all the

curves obtained, the crack initiation interval where the

minimum shearing force provokes diagonal tension

(shear) failure is around 0.4 , Æ0 , 0.7. This observa-

tion was made experimentally by Kim and White.30:31

They showed that the diagonal tension failure is attribu-

table to initiation of shear cracks near the middle of the

shear span.

As can be observed in Figs 9(a) and (b), when the

ratio º l is increased and � remains constant, the non-

dimensional shear collapse load decreases. Physically,

this means that the load necessary to produce diagonal

tension (shear) failure decreases when the beam slen-

derness increases. This is shown clearly in Figs 9(c)

and (d) for exponents 4 and 6: non-dimensional shear

at failure by diagonal tension decreases as the slender-

ness of the element increases.

Transition between failure modes

The proposed model covers steel yielding (flexural)

and diagonal tension (shear) failures. It is fundamental

to investigate how the transition between different fail-

ure modes is ruled according to the variation in the

non-dimensional parameter NP.

Figure 10 shows the ~VVF plotted against � curves

given by varying the brittleness number NP from 0.2 to

1.0 and keeping the remaining parameters fixed:

º l ¼ 2.5 (shear span-to-depth ratio), � ¼ 0.1 (reinforce-

ment position) and � ¼ 6.0 (crack path exponent).

A sketch corresponding to the crack trajectories at

failure is reported at the bottom of the graphs. The

horizontal dashed line represents the failure load in

each case.

The model response for NP ¼ 0.2 is shown in Fig.

10(a). When the non-dimensional shearing force ~VVF

reaches the value of 0.14, the flexural crack, Æ0 ¼ 1.0,

begins its stable crack growth. An increase in the load

means that this crack progresses and new cracks begin

to grow in a stable way. The thick lines represent the

crack’s growth. The crack’s growth is stable until a

non-dimensional shearing force equal to 0.18 is

reached, corresponding to steel yielding at the midspan.

It is assumed that this value of the non-dimensional

shearing force represents the flexural failure load. Thus

the beam modelled in Fig. 10(a) shows a flexural fail-

ure caused by steel yielding at the midspan crack.

In Fig. 10(b) the brittleness number is increased to

0.3. The beam fails in the same way as in the previous

case, by a flexural failure at the midspan crack. How-

ever, an increment of the non-dimensional shearing

force at failure from 0.18 to 0.25 is observed. Compar-

ing the crack pattern sketches it is observed that the

increment in the non-dimensional shear also implies

that new and deeper cracks progress through the RC

element.
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If the brittleness number is increased to a value of

0.4, see Fig. 10(c), the cracking initiates and progresses

similarly to the previous cases. Nevertheless, when the

non-dimensional shear force reaches a value of 0.33,

flexural and diagonal tension failures occur simulta-

neously. As observed in the above section ‘Influence of

the initial crack position’, diagonal tension (shear) fail-

ure occurs when, after a stable crack growth, a shear

crack develops unstable propagation.

For higher values of the brittleness number, flexural

failure would need to occur at a higher non-dimen-

sional shear than diagonal tension failure, so that the

latter becomes the dominant failure mechanism. In Fig.

10(d) the brittleness number is set to 1.0. The load

required to provoke flexural collapse for the crack

situated at the midspan is 0.8, while the load at diag-

onal tension failure is 0.33 with a crack originating at

Æ0 ¼ 0.6. As the assumed loading process is mono-

tonic, the diagonal tension (shear) failure is developed

before a potential flexural collapse.

Summarising, for low NP values, cracks at the mid-

span (flexural cracks) need lower non-dimensional

shearing forces to provoke flexural failure compared

with shear cracks, situated along the middle part of the

shear span, to develop diagonal shear failure. If NP is

increased, the opposite situation appears: cracks along

the shear span need a lower non-dimensional shearing

force to provoke beam collapse than the crack at the

midspan. Thus, there is a point where the transition

between these types of failure takes place.

Figure 11 shows a conceptual sketch of the failure

mode transitions in RC elements without stirrups pre-

dicted by the model by varying the non-dimensional

parameter NP. The middle horizontal direction, (b) to

(d), represents variations in reinforcement area whereas

the diagonal directions represent variations in the scale

of the beam, assuming constant reinforcement percent-

age, (c) to (d), or constant reinforcement area, (a) to

(d).

As discussed in the first part of this section, the

behaviour of the RC element is controlled by the non-

dimensional parameters º l and NP: As a matter of fact,

if there is flexural failure (reinforcement yielding) and

NP is increased, there is a point where the failure mode

changes to diagonal shear failure. This is represented in

Fig. 11 with the transition from the first column, yield-

ing failure, to the central sketch, shear failure. Accord-

ing to the definition, an increase in NP can be read as

(a) increase in the reinforcement area, transition from

(b) to (d)

(b) decrease in the scale with a constant reinforcement

area, transition from (a) to (d)

(c) increase in the scale with a constant reinforcement

percentage, transition from (c) to (d).

Two transition curves from the flexural to the diagonal
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tension (shear) failure are shown in Fig. 12. The curves

are drawn for two different values of the crack trajec-

tory exponent: � ¼ 4 and � ¼ 6. The two parameters

controlling the model, the shear span slenderness º l

and the brittleness number NP, rule the transition be-

tween the two failure modes. The definition of NP,

equation (30), implies the size effect on the transition

as well.

Conclusions

The current paper presents an extension of the

bridged crack model to analyse flexural-shear cracks

and illustrates failure mode transitions by varying the

controlling non-dimensional parameters: the brittleness

number NP and the slenderness º l. The following con-

clusions can be drawn from the study.

(a) The model shows that diagonal tension failure is

an unstable process from shear cracks and pro-

vokes the collapse of the element. It has been

analytically observed that shear cracks, whose in-

itiation point is near the middle of the shear span,

need less load to develop an unstable process than
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cracks near the beam midspan (flexural cracks) or

cracks near the support.

(b) The model gives a rational explanation to the tran-

sitions between flexural and diagonal tension

(shear) failures in RC beams without stirrups. Size

effect in failure transitions is analysed by means of

the brittleness number.2

(c) The presented analytic approach to evaluate the

diagonal tension failure does not use empirical

parameters, but rationally reproduces the most im-

portant trends in the behaviour of shear crack pro-

pagation through RC elements.

Possible developments of the model include a theor-

etical and experimental study on the choice of the crack

path exponent, effect of the presence of stirrups and

more technological aspects such as provisions about

shear reinforcement requirements and expressions to

evaluate the shear capacity of RC elements without

stirrups.
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